Abstract. We consider a discrete stochastic process X = (X 0 ; X 1 ; ) with nite state space f0; 1; ; b ? 1g, which carries the random asymptotic behaviour of the relative frequency in which the digits appear in the expansion in base b of a linear recurrent sequence of real numbers. If denotes the dominant root of the characteristic polynomial associated with the linear recurrence relation, by a classical result, the stochastic process X does not depend on the recurrence relation whenever > 1 and log b is irrational. We prove that this stochastic process X is asymptotically independent and identically distributed, with asymptotic distribution of equal probability to every state. We also show that in the case of -expansions of a linear recurrent sequence of real numbers, the corresponding stochastic process X is asymptotically identically distributed, but in the case > 1 is not a integer, it is not asymptotically independent. The speed of convergence to equilibrium is shown to be exponential. Moreover, in the case of the sequence n , we show an explicit relationship between multiplication by (as a multiplication machine in the -shift) and the irrational rotation. We nish with a remark that some of these results are satis ed for other sequences of real numbers.
Introduction
We begin by reminding the reader of the classical question: In the sequence of rst digits of the expansion of 2 n in base 10, i.e. 2, 4, 8, 1, 3, etc. does the digit 7 appear? If so, does 7 occur more often than 8? This question was probably rst mentioned by Arnold and Avez AA] as an aside that, although 7 appears for the rst time when n = 46 and 8 appears sooner, asymptotically 7 occurs more often than 8. In fact the relative frequency of a digit p 2 f1;2; ; 9g is log 10 (1 + 1=p), and hence 1 occurs more often than 2, 2 occurs more often than 3, and so on. This is mentioned in many textbooks on Ergodic Theory as an example of a standard application of Weyl's Theorem on the equidistribution of n (mod Z) in 0; 1), for irrational , in the study of relative frequencies.
In Section 1 we carry over the standard argument to nd the relative frequencies in which a prescribed sequence of m + 1 digits appear as the rst m + 1 digits from the left, in the expansion of a sequence of real numbers of the form u n = n (where > 1) in base b. We use this idea to show that the same relative frequencies occur when u n grows exponentially fast with growth rate not a rational power of b. A natural sequence of numbers with this property are the linear recurrent sequences with characteristic polynomial having a dominant root greater than 1.
Date: May 20, 1998 May 20, . 1991 Mathematics Subject Classi cation. Primary 60G20, 58F03; Secondary 28D05, 11K36. This work received partial support from the European Science Foundation programme: \Proba-bilistic Methods in Non-Hyperbolic Dynamics". 1 Using the above relative frequencies, we consider a discrete stochastic process X = (X 0 ; X 1 ; ) with nite state space f0;1; ; b ? 1g, where we de ne their joint distributions to be given by the above relative frequencies. We show that (X; IP) is asymptotically independent and identically distributed. Furthermore, the states are asymptotically equally distributed (cf. Corollary 5). Constructing an analogous stochastic process for relative frequencies with respect to -expansions, we show that the corresponding stochastic process has an asymptotic distribution but it is not asymptotically independent whenever > 1 is not an integer (cf. Section 5). The speed of convergence to equilibrium is studied in Section 6, where we use the exponential decay of correlations associated to the -transformation to obtain exponential convergence of the above processes. This is particularly interesting if one would like to use the deterministic sequences of numbers we discuss to generate random numbers. We should point out that there is an extensive literature in the so-called pseudo-random number generators, which is usually obtained by taking deterministic sequences such as the ones we consider and computing it modulo a xed natural number (cf. e.g. Nie] and references therein). The latter is a very active research eld in computer science and encryption techniques. Just to mention a few of some recent work, which might be of interest to the reader of the present paper, see e.g. Lar] , USp] , Sug] and Gon].
The classical approach to study asymptotic frequencies of the digits in the sequence n (with > 1) in base b > 1 (or more generally real base > 1) of Section 1 suggests that this problem is governed by a rotation by = log (mod Z). We exploit this relationship explicitly in Section 7 and show that there is actually a topological conjugacy between the multiplication by in the -shift (which we call a multiplication machine) and an irrational rotation by , if we restrict the multiplication machine to sequences not starting with the digit 0 in the -expansion. In Section 8 we consider di erent sequences of real numbers u n in which our results can also apply, and in Section 9 we show that there are corresponding results for the digits appearing in some types of F-expansions.
Preliminaries
Here we give the standard argument which allows us to compute the relative frequencies of blocks p 0 ; p 1 ; ; p m ] appearing as rst digits of n in base b, for > 1.
A representation of a number u > 0 in base b is a sequence of integers a j 2 f0;1; ; b ? 1g, j k for some k, such that u = a k b k + a k?1 b k?1 + + a 1 b + a 0 + a ?1 b ?1 + : We say that a representation (a j ) j k is greater in the lexicographical ordering than (a 0 j ) j k if there exists an index i k such that a k = a 0 k , : : : , a i+1 = a 0 i+1 and a i > a 0 i . The greatest over all possible representations of u is the expansion of u in base b.
The standard argument is as follows. Consider the expansion of n in base b, n = a kn b kn + a kn?1 b kn?1 + + a 1 b + a 0 + a ?1 b ?1 + ;
where a j 2 f0;1; ; b ? 1g for all j, and a kn 6 = 0. Suppose = log b is irrational.
Note that a j = a j (n) are functions of n. Denote by T m : 0; 1) ! 0; 1) the map T m (x) = b m+x?1 (mod Z) ; and let f : 0; 1) ! 0; 1) denote the rotation f(x) = x + (mod Z). uniformly in x, where f j (x) = x + j (mod Z) and denotes Lebesgue measure on 0; 1). More generally, the latter also holds if f j (x) is replaced by x + P(j) (mod Z), where P(x) = s 0 x r + s 1 x r?1 + + s r , r 1, is a polynomial with real coe cients such that at least one of the coe cients s i , 0 i r ? 1, is irrational. We note that, apart from the blocks where p 0 = 0 (which cannot occur since a kn 6 = 0), every block has strictly positive relative frequency. Note also that in base b = 10, the above expression shows that the relative frequency in which a number N appears as the rst digits from the left in the expansion of n in this base is log 10 (1 + 1=N).
2. Expansions of Linear Recurrent Sequences Let u n be a sequence of non-negative real numbers de ned by the recurrence relation u n+1 = c 0 u n + + c`u n?`; where c j are real numbers with c`6 = 0, and u 0 ; u 1 ; ; u`are not all identically zero. Consider the characteristic polynomial of this recurrence relation P(t) = t`+ Therefore the asymptotic behaviour of the digits from the left, in the expansion in base b depends only on b, as long as the numbers u n grow exponentially fast with growth rate not a rational power of b.
Motivated by these asymptotic frequencies we consider a stochastic process X = (X 0 ; X 1 ; ) with state space f0;1; ; b ? 1g, by de ning the joint distributions of these random variables to be the relative frequencies of the blocks, i.e. Kol] , the probability IP de nes a Borel probability measure on the space of one-sided in nite sequences = f0;1; ; b ? 1g N , where we think of endowed with the Tychonov product topology generated by the discrete topology on f0;1; ; b ? 1g. Recall that there is a natural map (the shift) on de ned by (x) n = x n+1 for all n 0, where x = (x 0 ; x 1 ; ) 2 , which is a continuous surjective map. We note that is not shift-invariant since it is easy to see that the stochastic process (X; IP) is not stationary.
Theorem 4. As k ! 1, the sequence of probability measures ?k converge in the weak ? -topology to the Bernoulli probability measure (1=b; ; 1=b) N .
In fact, in some sense to be made precise in Section 6, the speed of convergence is exponential (cf. Theorem 12). An equivalent way of stating the above result is Corollary 5. The stochastic process (X; IP) is asymptotically independent and identically distributed, with asymptotic distribution given by (1=b; ; 1=b).
Intuitively, this result means that when > 1 and log b is irrational, for large enough n there exists M such that the chances of seeing a block p 0 ; ; p k ] in position M of the expansion of u n in base b, i.e. that a kn?M = p 0 ; ; a kn?M?k = p k are the same chances of seeing another block q 0 ; ; q k ] in the same position (here p i ; q j 2 f0;1; ; b ? 1g).
Proof of Theorem 3
We recollect some well-known facts about linear recurrent sequences. Let 1 = and 2 ; ; s be the distinct roots of the polynomial P. Then we may write u n = c n + n 2 q 2 (n) + + n s q s (n) ; (3) where c is a constant and q i ( ) are (possibly complex) polynomials. Therefore we have lim n!1 u n n = c > 0 ;
and consequently u n c n as n ! 1. From (3) we see that ju j ? c j j C j ; for all j 1, where maxfj i j: i = 2; ; sg < < and C is a positive constant. Write '(n) = u n ? c n . Lemma 6. (2), we obtain the desired result.
The above proof has the following consequence.
Corollary 7. Let u n be an arbitrary sequence of real numbers such that there exist c > 0 and > 1 such that '(n) = u n ? c n satis es '(n) = o( n ), then Theorem 3 also holds for u n .
Proof of Theorem 4
We recall some basic ergodic properties of the map T : 0; 1) ! 0; 1) given by T(x) = bx (mod Z). This map preserves Lebesgue measure and it is mixing with respect to this measure, i.e. for every g; h 2 L Proof of Theorem 4. We x m, and for j = 0; 1; ; m, we consider an arbitrary but xed choice of digits p j 2 f0;1; ; b ? 1g. where we specify a k 6 = 0 if u > 1, and no restrictions if 0 < u < 1. As in Section 1, we say that a -representation (a j ) j k is greater in the lexicographical ordering than (a 0 j ) j k if there exists an index i k such that a k = a 0 k , : : : , a i+1 = a 0 i+1 and a i > a 0 i . The greatest over all possible -representations of u (for 0 < u < 1) is called the normal -representation or the -expansion of u. When u 1, takingũ = u= k+1 where k = blog uc, we de ne the -expansion of u to be the -expansion ofũ. In the special case u = 1 we will consider a 0 = 0 and denote the -expansion of 1 by d(1; ) = (t n ) n ?1 as the greatest -representation of 1 in lexicographical ordering such that a 0 = 0. When 0 < u < 1 the -expansion of u can be obtained using the -transformation where the latter interval is interpreted as the union of two disjoint intervals in 0; 1), when p = 0 or p = b ? 1. In fact the above statements are true for all n such that j'(n)j < kn?m .
Therefore following the steps in the proof of Theorem 3 and under the above hypothesis on u n , we prove These joint distributions de ne a probability measure on , the same way was de ned on cylinder sets in Section 2. Let : 0; 1) ! denote the coding map (x) = (x 0 ; x 1 ; ) 2 , where x j = a ?j?1 (x) for j 0 are the corresponding digits of the -expansion of x, i.e. x = X j ?1 a j (x) j :
We note that maps the -transformation to the shift transformation , i.e. T = .
Hence the probability measure~ = ?1 is a mixing shift-invariant measure for ( ; ).
The next result is the main result of the section.
Theorem 10. As k ! 1, the sequence of probability measures ?k converge in the weak ? -topology to the equilibrium measure~ = ?1 supported on .
The convergence is in fact exponential (cf. Section 6). As a consequence we obtain Corollary 11. If is not an integer, the stochastic process (X ; IP ) is asymptotically identically distributed, but it is not asymptotically independent. There exists an asymptotic limit distribution (depending on )
for each p 2 f0;1; ; b ? 1g, Q p > 0 for every p, and Q p > Q q whenever p < q. In order to show how Corollary 11 follows from Theorem 10, we need to recall further properties of the absolutely continuous measure . If we consider the transfer operator L associated to T , which operates on the space BV 0; 1) of functions of bounded variation : 0; 1) ! R, by (L )(x) = 1 X y2T ?1 (x) (y) ; then the function e h is the unique non-negative function in BV 0; 1) which is a xed point for L and satis es R e h d = 1. Also, if 1 denotes the constant function with value 1 then e h = lim n!1 L n (1). Independently, Gelfond Gel] and Parry Par] show that in fact e h (x) = K 1 + X x<T n 1 n+1 ; (6) for all x 2 0; 1), where K is a normalising constant. We note that e h is non-increasing on 0; 1). Proof of Corollary 11. From Theorem 10 we note that Q p is given by
and using (6) (7) where _(g 1 ) denotes the variation of g 1 and jj jj 1 is the L 1 ( )-norm. This is usually called exponential decay of correlations and it is true for any mixing piecewise expanding map of the interval T in place of T , where is replaced by the unique absolutely continuous invariant measure for T (cf. HK] ).
Following the steps of the proof of decay of correlations for expanding maps by Liverani in Liv1] (or else Liv2]) in our special situation of T = T , one obtains that = 1= is a possible rate of convergence if is an integer. Finding sharp bounds on for > 1 not an integer seems to be a nice problem in this context. A recent result by Keller Kel] suggests that = 2= is a possible rate of convergence in 7, for general > 2. Also, when > 1 is such that the -expansion of 1 is eventually periodic, then it is known that is an algebraic number which is the dominant root of its de ning minimal polynomial (cf. Par]). The study of conjugates of in this case, can be used to get estimates on . For the present paper, we only mention that it is possible to nd such a with the property that = = is the best possible rate (here denotes the golden ratio (1 + p 5)=2). This uses some results of Solomyak Sol] and the fact that the conjugates of can be used to construct eigenfunctions of the transfer operator L. Now, using (7) in the Proof of Theorem 10 we obtain the next result. (8) gives the result.
7. The irrational rotation viewed as a multiplication machine Given the solution to the classical question mentioned in the Introduction and Section 1, we saw that the almost periodic behaviour of the digits appearing in the sequence 2 n in base 10 is ruled by an irrational rotation of rotation number log 10 (2). However, an explicit relationship between the two is not direct in our opinion and this motivated the inclusion of this section.
Here we reinterpret the sequence n (where > 1) as the orbit of a point in .
Recall Since if a; b) 1= ; 1) then ?1 a; b) = log (b=a) we could have used the above result to compute the relative frequency of the blocks we studied in Section 5. However, in order to prove Theorem 14 we need to recall some results from CLR].
In CLR] we studied a class of homeomorphisms of the circle which are piecewise linear and di erentiable everywhere except for two distinct points. This family can be parametrised by two parameters a; b 2 0; 1), and has a representation in the interval Proof of Theorem 14. In order to prove the result we need only to scale the interval I = 1= ; 1) to 0; 1) (using an a ne map). Since the slopes of f on 1= ; k?1 = ) and k?1 = ; 1) remain unchanged after the coordinate change, we see that 0 = = k?1 and 0 = = k . Now a simple computation gives the desired expressions.
8. Other sequences of real numbers The essential property we have used from u n was that the numbers x n = log (u n ) (mod Z) are equidistributed in 0; 1), i.e. Weyl's Theorem applies for f j (x) replaced by x + x j (mod Z). In fact, suppose u n is an arbitrary sequence of numbers such that x n have an asymptotic distribution in 0; 1), i.e. there exists a probability measure~ on 0; 1) such that, if x j denotes Dirac measure at the point x j 2 0; 1) then the sequence of probability measures As in Section 5, de ne a stochastic process (X ;Ĩ P ) with values in A using the above relative frequencies, and denote by~ the corresponding probability measure on . Now we see that, if~ is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, we may take h = d(~ S ?1 )=d in place of d( S ?1 )=d in the proof of Theorem 10, to prove Theorem 16. Suppose x n = log u n (mod Z) generate an asymptotic distribution~ such that d(~ S ?1 )=d 2 L 1 ( ). Then, as k ! 1, the sequence of probability measures ?k converge in the weak ? -topology to the equilibrium measure~ = ?1 supported on . Therefore, (X ;Ĩ P ) has the same asymptotic behaviour as (X ; IP ). Moreover, if d(~ S ?1 )=d 2 BV 0; 1) then the convergence to equilibrium is exponential as in Corollary 13.
Next we review some types of sequences u n for which our results apply. In view of the polynomial version in our statement of Weyl's Theorem, we conclude that Theorem 3 and Corollary 9 also hold for u n = c P(n) + '(n), where c > 0, > 1, '(n) = o( P(n) ), and where P(x) = s 0 x r + s 1 x r?1 + + s r , r 1, is a polynomial with positive real coe cients such that at least one of the coe cients s i , 0 i r ? 1, satis es s i log is irrational.
If u n = P(n), where P(x) is a polynomial with positive coe cients, or if u n grows slower than a polynomial (e.g. log(n), log log(n), etc.), then x n = log (u n ) (mod Z)
are not equidistributed in 0; 1), for any choice of > 1. In some of these cases of slowly growing u n , one can show that there are blocks for which the lower relative frequency di ers from the upper relative frequency, and therefore, in these cases, it makes no sense to de ne the stochastic process (X ; IP ). (Cf. Kok] and references therein.) If u n grows more than exponentially fast, attempting to prove the equidistribution of x n = log (u n ) (mod Z) in 0; 1), or convergence to some asymptotic distribution, can lead to di cult unsolved problems. For instance, in the special case of u n = b n , where > 1 is real and b > 1 is an integer, write log = and hence x n = b n (mod Z).
Therefore, the equidistribution of x n in 0; 1) would imply that is a normal number in base b, i.e. the relative frequency of any digit p 2 f0;1; ; b?1g in the expansion of in base b is 1=b. As far as the author knows, it is still an open problem to nd a single algebraic irrational number , which is normal in base b for some b. Also if = e; ; e , or other typical transcendental numbers, it is not known whether they are normal in base b for any b. The known examples of normal numbers are usually speci cally constructed to satisfy the de nition, as for instance, Champernowne's number = 0:12345678910111213141516 in base 10 (cf. Cha]). Using basic results of Ergodic Theory, it is known that Lebesgue a.e. is normal in base b, for each b > 1 (see e.g. W2]). In fact, for Lebesgue a.e. the sequence b n (mod Z) is equidistributed in 0; 1). This implies that for Lebesgue a.e. , the sequence of numbers u n = b n expanded in base ( > 1, any real number) satisfy Corollary 9. Hence it makes sense to de ne the stochastic process (X ; IP ) in these cases.
We remark that our results also apply when u n = c P(n) for c > 0, 0 < < 1 and s i log is irrational for some coe cient s i , 0 i r ? 1, of the polynomial P. Thus the polynomial P may also have negative coe cients.
9. F-expansions and Final Remarks We point out that the above results for -expansions can be generalised to certain types of F-expansions. (This is inspired by the nal comments in Walters W1] .) Let F : 0; 1) ! 0; 1) be a C 1 -map with F(0) = 0 and such that there exist 2 > 1 > 1 satisfying F 0 (x) 2 ( 1 ; 2 ), for all x 0. Consider the map T : 0; 1) ! 0; 1) given by T(x) = F(x) (mod Z), and the points 0 < 1 < 2 < < b?1 corresponding to T ?1 (0). Note that i are exactly the solutions of F( i ) 2 N with i 2 (0; 1).
Replacing the -transformation by T in the Section 5 and the partition = 0; 1 ; 1 ; 2 ; ; b ? 1 ; 1 by the partition f 0; 1 ); 1 ; 2 ); ; b?1 ; 1)g, we de ne the F-expansion of a number 0 < u < 1 as the sequence of integers a j = bF T j (u)c 2 A, j 1. If u > 1 de ne a generalised F-expansion of u to be the F-expansion ofũ = F ?k (u), where k > 0 is the smallest integer such thatũ 2 (0; 1). Our results for the -expansion of u n have analogous statements for the generalised F-expansion of u n . The assumption on u n should be that the sequence x n = F ?kn (u n ) must have an asymptotic distribution~ on 0; 1), which is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure (k n being the smallest integer such that F ?kn (u n ) 2 (0; 1)). Under this assumption, the conclusion is the same as in Theorem 16, where the measure is replaced by the unique absolutely continuous invariant probability measure of the map T (cf. LY], HK]).
It would be nice to prove the asymptotic results of this paper in the case u n = P(n) Q(n) , where P; Q are polynomials with real coe cients. However, this amounts to nding asymptotic distributions for x n = Q(n) + log P(n) (mod Z) in 0; 1) (where = log ), which as far as the author knows, is still a subject for further developments.
